Buchwalter and Schmets reconciled C c (X) and C p (X) spaces with most of the weak barrelledness conditions of 1973, but could not determine if ℵ 0 -barrelled ⇔ ∞ -barrelled for C c (X). The areas grew apart. Full reconciliation with the fourteen conditions adopted by Saxon and Sánchez Ruiz needs their 1997 characterization of Ruess' property (L), which allows us to reduce the C c (X) problem to its 1973 status and solve it by carefully translating the topology of Kunen (1980) and van Mill (1982) to find the example that eluded Buchwalter and Schmets. The more tractable C p (X) readily partitions the conditions into just two equivalence classes, the same as for metrizable locally convex spaces, instead of the five required for C c (X) spaces. Our paper elicits others, soon to appear, that analytically characterize when the Tychonov space X is pseudocompact, or Warner bounded, or when C c (X) is a df -space (Jarchow's 1981 question).
Introduction
We wed modern weak barrelledness with the space C(X) of continuous real-valued functions on the Tychonov (completely regular Hausdorff) space X endowed with either the compact-open topology, denoted C c (X), or the topology of pointwise convergence, denoted C p (X). Nachbin and Shirota independently forged the half-century-old link between C c (X) and barrelledness. Husain's weaker 1966 notion of an ℵ 0 -barrelled locally convex space (lcs) was met the next year by Morris and Wulbert's example [17] of an ℵ 0 -barrelled C c (X) space that is not barrelled. The ever weaker notions of ∞ -barrelled and dual locally complete (dlc) soon appeared under various labels, as did others between these two, all shown by Buchwalter and Schmets in 1973 to be equivalent for C c (X). However, no one could decide if ∞ -barrelled C c (X) spaces must be ℵ 0 -barrelled [1, Remark 1, p. 349].
The challenges compounded: Ruess' property (L) [20] , weaker than ℵ 0 -barrelled but neither weaker nor stronger than ∞ -barrelled, was followed by Mazon's C-barrelled [14] , a condition between ℵ 0 -barrelled and property (L). In 1991, Ferrando and Sánchez Ruiz [2] weakened property (L) to obtain inductive spaces, and in 1995, Saxon and Tweddle [31] gave us primitive spaces, weaker than all the previous notions. Today, weak barrelledness [5] , [18, Ch.8] , [19, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] embraces fourteen distinct lcs types; fifteen, if one includes semi-Baire-like (sBL) [4] . We conveniently display their relationships in Fig. 1 .
A lcs E is semi-Baire-like (sBL) if, given any increasing sequence (A n ) n of balanced convex closed sets whose union is absorbing (a closed absorbing sequence), some A n is absorbing. (In [13] , E is an α-space.) E is Baire-like (BL) [22] if it is barrelled and sBL. E is quasi-Baire (QB) [23] if it is barrelled and non-S σ (not covered by an increasing sequence of proper closed subspaces). Now BL and QB are stronger than barrelled, and sBL and non-S σ are neither stronger nor weaker. Yet BL, QB and non-S σ are intimately connected with weak barrelledness (cf. [26] ); sBL, less so (cf. [4, p. 59] ).
This scheme beautifully frames many lcs stories besides C c (X), some now with final chapters by Kakol, Saxon, Sánchez Ruiz, and Tweddle [4, 5, [25] [26] [27] 29, 30] . Todd and Render [33] mate C c (X) with conditions stronger than BL. 
Two cultures
Our relatively self-contained paper, accessible to both topologist and analyst, combines the mature fruit of both cultures. We solve the thirty-year-old problem of Buchwalter and Schmets, generating other papers [7] [8] [9] with similar gains which may be thought of as wedding presents. Our primary contribution is to arrange the (re)marriage. We ask that each side's family patiently allow us to review some of its customs.
It is well known (cf. [7, Corollary 2] ) that C c (X) is a DF -space (is a df -space) if and only if it has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets and is ℵ 0 -barrelled (is ∞ -barrelled). We shall see that certain Kunen-van Mill results, lightly discussed by McCoy and Todd [15] , actually provide a C c (X) space that is a df -space and not a DF -space. Thus we more than answer the Buchwalter-Schmets question.
In [7] [8] [9] we answer, many times over, Jarchow's 1981 call to characterize C c (X) spaces that are df -spaces, and show that Note that when linear forms is replaced by seminorms, we need only change df to DF . Indeed, when X is pseudocompact, C c (X) is dominated by a normed space with unit ball B, so that (ε n ) n exists for which (ε n λ n ) n is uniformly bounded on B, hence pointwise bounded on C(X), whether λ n denotes linear form or seminorm. If X is Warner bounded, then the sup norm unit ball B is bornivorous, making (ε n λ n ) n uniformly bounded on bounded sets. Finally, for seminorms λ n , the equicontinuity condition is transparently equivalent to the condition that C c (X) have the countable neighborhood property, which Warner showed is equivalent to C c (X) being a DF -space [18, 10.1.22].
Elements of weak barrelledness
A lcs E is barrelled if each barrel (absorbing, balanced, convex, closed set) in E is a neighborhood of the origin. Via the bipolar theorem, E is barrelled if and only if every pointwise bounded (σ (E , E)-bounded) set of continuous linear forms is equicontinuous. Here again, we may replace linear forms by seminorms.
In fact, exchanging seminorms for linear forms is the major structural theme of Fig. 1 . At its core are two matched columns with five entries each. Each entry in the left (right) column is defined/characterized in terms of (equi)continuity of seminorm(s) (linear form(s)). To go from left to right, one merely replaces seminorm with linear form. For example, E is ℵ 0 -barrelled ( ∞ -barrelled) if and only if every pointwise bounded sequence of continuous seminorms (linear forms) is equicontinuous, and E is inductive (primitive) if, given any increasing, covering sequence of subspaces (E n ) n and a seminorm p (a linear form f ) such that each restriction to E n is continuous, it is necessarily true that p (that f ) itself is continuous.
Our A lcs E is docile [6] if every infinite-dimensional subspace of E contains an infinitedimensional bounded set. Let us say E is feral if every infinite-dimensional subset of E is unbounded. Clearly, E is docile (feral) if and only if no infinite-dimensional subspace of E is feral (docile). Only finite-dimensional spaces are both feral and docile. In [7] ( [8]) we prove that the Tychonov space X is pseudocompact (is Warner bounded) if and only if the weak dual (the strong dual) of C c (X) is docile (compare with the above). The TweddleSaxon extension [32, Theorem 2.6] of the Tweddle-Yeomans criterion for enlargements of E can be simply stated as requiring algebraic complements of E to be weakly or strongly feral. The new term recalls some (old) folklore we will need.
Theorem 3. The following assertions about a lcs E are equivalent:
(1) The weak dual of E is feral. (3) fails, then there is a closed absorbing sequence (A n ) n with no A n a weak neighborhood of the origin. (If A were a barrel that is not a weak neighborhood of the origin, we could take each A n = A.) Thus no A p contains a finite-codimensional subspace, for then some A n with n > p would contain a (finite) cobasis, making it a barrel, and any barrel that contains a finite-codimensional subspace is a weak neighborhood of the origin. Consequently, the bipolar theorem inductively provides u n ∈ E and v n ∈ A • n with each | u n , v n | > 1 and u m , v n = 0 for m > n. Hence (v n ) n is linearly independent. Each v n ∈ A • n ensures that (v n ) n is pointwise bounded on E. Indeed, if εu ∈ A n ⊂ A n+1 ⊂ · · · for some ε > 0 and n ∈ N, then | u, v k | ε −1 for all k n. But this contradicts the feralness of the weak dual.
(2) E has its weak topology and is barrelled. (3) E has its weak topology and is BL.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (3) If
By definition, (3) ⇒ (2).
(2) ⇒ (1) If (1) fails, then there is an infinite-dimensional pointwise bounded set B in E . If E is barrelled, then B • is a neighborhood of the origin in E that contains no finitecodimensional subspace, hence is not a weak neighborhood of the origin, and (2) fails, as is likewise the case when E is not barrelled. 2
Given relevant definitions, the same argument allows us to replace the weak dual by the strong dual, barrelled by quasibarrelled, and BL by b-BL. There are also a couple of other ways to prove the equivalence of (2) and (3) as they stand: If E has its weak topology, then it cannot contain an ℵ 0 -dimensional space with its strongest locally convex topology, and therefore E is BL if it is barrelled [22, Theorem 2.1]. Or: If E has its weak topology, then its completion is a product of complete metric spaces (copies of the scalar field). Hence the completion of E is Baire, and therefore E is BL if it is barrelled [18, 9.1.3(ii)]. The old related question of Valdivia (Is the completion of a BL space always Baire?) was recently answered by Kakol andŚliwa [10] , who presented a large class of complete C c (X) spaces that are BL and not Baire.
Elements of C p (X) and C c (X) theory
The set C b (X) of bounded members of C(X) is a dense linear subspace of both C c (X) and C p (X), and when given the topology of uniform convergence on X, is a Banach space for which both inclusion maps are continuous. X is pseudocompact if C b (X) = C(X). Every Banach space is Baire, hence non-S σ (has no increasing, covering sequence of proper closed subspaces), so any continuous linear image of a Banach space is non-S σ . In particular, both C c (X) and C p (X) have a dense subspace that is non-S σ , and therefore both these spaces, themselves, are non-S σ , a fact known to Lehner in 1979 [13, II.4.7] . Since the notion of an inductive space would not change if the definition required the covering subspaces to be closed, we have non-S σ ⇒ inductive. Clearly, inductive ⇒ primitive. This proves Given f ∈ C(X), one defines positive functions f ± , |f | ∈ C(X) such that
for all x ∈ X. For λ in the algebraic dual C(X) * there is a familiar construction (e.g., [34, pp. 256-258] ) of positive λ ± ∈ C(X) * with λ = λ + − λ − where, for each f 0, we define
, respectively, so is λ + , and for each f ∈ C(X), the set {ϕ ∈ C(X): 0 ϕ |f |} is bounded in both C p (X) and C c (X). Thus by the Banach-Mackey theorem (cf. [24] ), if C p (X) or C c (X), respectively, is dlc, then any pointwise bounded sequence (λ n ) n in C p (X) or C c (X) is uniformly bounded on bounded sets so that, for each f ∈ C(X),
Hence (λ + n ) n is pointwise bounded, as is the difference (λ − n ) n and the sum (λ + n + λ − n ) n of pointwise bounded sequences. Theorem 2 ensures continuity of the pointwise sum λ of
where δ x ni denotes evaluation at x ni ∈ X, and λ + n + λ − n = 1 i p n |a ni |δ x ni for each n. The equivalence of (2) and (3), below, is due to Buchwalter and Schmets [1] .
Theorem 5.
The following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. Theorem 3 justifies (1) ⇒ (4), and (4) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (2) is trivial.
(
is weakly bounded, it is linearly dependent. Otherwise, preserving notation, we may assume that each a ni is nonzero and {x ni : n ∈ N and 1 i p n } is an infinite subset of X. But this contradicts the fact that λ is continuous. Indeed, if y 1 , . . . , y k ∈ X and γ = 1 i k b i δ y i , choose a positive f ∈ C(X) which vanishes at y 1 , . . . , y k but has value 1 at some x ni / ∈ {y 1 , . . . , y k }. Then γ (f ) = 0 while λ(f ) 2 −n |a ni | > 0, so that λ = γ , an arbitrary member of C p (X) . 2
Haydon [3] exhibited an infinite pseudocompact Tychonov space H whose compact sets are finite.
Example 1. C p (H) = C c (H) is sBL but not dlc.
Proof. Since C p (H) = C c (H) is dominated by the Banach space C b (H), it is dominated by, and thus is, a sBL space. Pseudocompactness of H is equivalent to docility of the weak dual of C c (H) [7], and thus the (infinite-dimensional) weak dual of C p (H) is not feral. 2
Let Q denote the rationals.
Example 2. C p (Q) and C c (Q) are not sBL spaces. However, C c (Q) is barrelled.
Proof. Each A n = {f ∈ C(Q): |f (x)| n for each x ∈ Q∩[−1/n, 1/n]} is not absorbing, and yet (A n ) n is a closed absorbing sequence in both C p (Q) and C c (Q). As for barrelledness, it is clear that Q is a µ-space (cf. [18, 10.
1.28]). 2
For each compact K ⊂ X, define the continuous seminorm ρ K on C c (X) by writing
The seminorms ρ K generate the topology for C c (X). A set S of either seminorms or linear forms is equicontinuous on C c (X) if and only if there exist M > 0 and compact
We will repeatedly use the following well-known fact.
Lemma 1. A pointwise bounded set S of seminorms or linear forms is equicontinuous on C c (X) if there are a fixed compact K ⊂ X and, for each
γ ∈ S, some M γ > 0 such that M γ · ρ K γ .
Proof. Each g ∈ C(K) has an extension f ∈ C(X).
For γ ∈ S we unambiguously definė γ on C(K) by writingγ (g) = γ (f ). Indeed, if f 1 and f 2 are two extensions of g,
With a similar definition,ρ K becomes the usual sup norm for the Banach space C c (K), each M γ ·ρ K majorizesγ , and {γ : γ ∈ S} is a pointwise bounded set of continuous seminorms or linear forms. The uniform boundedness principle provides a single M > 0 such that
The relevant parts of [1, Theorem 4.1], whose weak barrelledness conditions all lie between ∞ -barrelled and dlc, are now easily accessible.
Theorem 6 (Buchwalter and Schmets). C c (X) is dlc (if and) only if it is ∞ -barrelled.
Proof. Assume C c (X) is dlc and let (λ n ) n be a pointwise (weakly) bounded sequence in the dual. Since the pointwise sum λ of n 2 −n (λ
Thus λ n 2 n M · ρ K , and equicontinuity of (λ n ) n follows. 2
Here, we believe, is the first major application of Saxon and Sánchez Ruiz's [24, Theorem 2.2].
Theorem 7. C c (X) has property (L) (if and) only if it is
Proof. Assume C c (X) has property (L) and let (p n ) n be a pointwise bounded sequence of continuous seminorms on C c (X). Since by Theorem 2 the pointwise sum p of n 2 −n p n is continuous, there exist M > 0 and compact K ⊂ X such that M · ρ K p. Therefore 2 n M · ρ K p n and (p n ) n is equicontinuous. 2
Recall that a topological space satisfies the countable chain condition (ccc) if every collection of pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets is countable. A support set in X is the support of some continuous linear form λ on C c (X), defined as the intersection of all closed sets A in X such that λ(f ) = 0 whenever f (A) = {0}. One readily sees that each support set is compact and ccc, and countable unions of ccc sets are ccc (cf. [15] ). In particular, countable sets and countable unions of support sets are ccc.
Theorem 8. Let X be a Tychonov space in which every ccc set is relatively compact. Then
Proof. Let (λ n ) n be a sequence in C c (X) with corresponding sequence (S n ) n of support sets in X. Routinely, each λ n is majorized by M n · ρ S n for some M n 1, hence also by M n · ρ S , where S is the closure of n S n , compact by hypothesis. So each M −1 n · λ n is majorized by ρ S , and (ε n λ n ) n = (M −1 n · λ n ) n is equicontinuous. Therefore by Theorem 1, or [7, (1) ⇔ (9)], C c (X) is a df -space. 2 Theorem 9 (Warner, cf. [18, 10.
1.22]). C c (X) is a DF -space if and only if each countable union of compact sets in X is relatively compact.
The previous two theorems inform our search for a C c (X) space that is a df -space and not a DF -space: It will suffice to find X in which every ccc set is relatively compact, but in which some countable union of compact sets is not relatively compact.
For any X, theČech-Stone remainder is X * = βX \ X. Our example is of the form X = ω * \ {p}, where p is not a P -point but is somewhat more than a weak P -point of ω * . The reader may follow our argument without some technical definitions that we omit.
Van Mill [16, Lemma 2.1] states the following:
Let X be locally compact and σ -compact and let A ⊂ X * be ω 1 
Note that ω is locally compact and σ -compact, and Kunen's proof of [12, Theorem 0.1] obtains 2 c weak P -points in ω * = βω \ ω that are not P -points. These are obtained as 2 ω -OK points. Fix one such point p. Since {p} is already a 2 ω -OK set, it is a κ-OK set for any κ 2 ω ; specifically, {p} is an ω 1 -OK set (cf. [16, §2] ). Although van Mill found it "convenient to slightly change the definition of a κ-OK set in the special case ofČech-Stone remainders," one checks and sees that if A ⊂ ω * is a κ-OK set in the sense of Kunen, then A is also a κ-OK set in the sense of van Mill. Indeed, the latter's lemma applies to show that if B ⊂ ω * \ {p} is ccc, then cl ω * (B) =B ⊂ ω * \ {p}. We set X = ω * \ {p} and observe the following:
• Every ccc set B ⊂ X is relatively compact in X sinceB is a closed subset of the compact ω * andB ⊂ X.
• By definition, p not a P -point of ω * means there is a sequence (U n ) n of open neighborhoods of p in ω * whose intersection is not a neighborhood of p. Thus every neighborhood of p meets ω * \ ( n U n ) = n (ω * \ U n ).
• Clearly, each K n = ω * \ U n is a compact subset of X, and p is in the closure of n K n in ω * . Therefore n K n is not relatively compact in X, as X omits p.
We have proved, in light of the last two theorems, the following Example 3. With X as above, the space C c (X) is a df -space but not a DF -space. Consequently, this C c (X) is ∞ -barrelled but not ℵ 0 -barrelled. [17] ). If ω 1 denotes the first uncountable ordinal with its interval topology, then C c (ω 1 ) is a nonbarrelled DF -space, and hence is an ℵ 0 -barrelled space that is not barrelled.
Example 4 (Morris and Wulbert
The C p (X) view of weak barrelledness
The C p (X) spaces dichotomize or trichotomize the fourteen or fifteen weak barrelledness conditions in exactly the same way as do metrizable spaces, and similarly for Fréchet-Urysohn spaces (cf. [5, 26] and [4, X 1 , X 2 , p. 59]), although, unlike C p (X) spaces, some metrizable locally convex spaces are not primitive; e.g., all ℵ 0 -dimensional metrizable spaces.
Theorem 10. For C p (X) spaces, the fourteen generally distinct properties comprising Fig.1, sBL Visually, the theorem says that, for C p (X) spaces, all eleven conditions above the last row in Fig. 1 are equivalent, and the bottom row with sBL omitted forms a second equivalence class. Letting "barrelled" represent the first equivalence class and "inductive" the second, the world of weak barrelledness, sBL omitted, becomes extremely simple from the viewpoint of C p (X) spaces:
With sBL included, one comprehends the C p (X) view of weak barrelledness by writing barrelled ⇒ sBL ⇒ inductive. If we include sBL, we must add BL ⇒ sBL ⇒ inductive and nothing further. Indeed, C c (Q) of Example 2 shows that no additional implication arrows can be drawn to sBL, and C c (H), Example 1, shows that no more arrows can be drawn from sBL.
Concluding remarks
With no more arrows to draw, the paper is now complete. Nevertheless, one may consider how the C c (X) picture changes when only separable or Mackey spaces are allowed. For separable locally convex spaces, barrelled ⇔ ∞ -barrelled [18, 8.2.20] , and the separable C c (X) picture permits at most three distinct equivalence classes, ignoring sBL. In particular, Example 3 could not be separable. For Mackey locally convex spaces, C-barrelled ⇔ dlc [25] , which means that there can be at most four distinct equivalence classes for Mackey C c (X) spaces, sBL excluded, and Example 3 could not be Mackey. In 1999 Saxon and Tweddle [30] answered an old question by exhibiting a Mackey ℵ 0 -barrelled space that is not barrelled. Whether every Mackey ℵ 0 -barrelled C c (X) space is necessarily barrelled would be of particular interest. Morris and Wulbert [17] explicitly pointed out that C c (ω 1 ), while ℵ 0 -barrelled and nonbarrelled, is not Mackey (cf. [7, Example (4) 
]).
One might also ponder the C c (X) picture under the restriction that C c (X) be quasiMackey. Qiu [19] defined the quasi-Mackey topology of a locally convex space (E, T ) to be the topology induced on E ⊂ E by the Mackey topology τ (E , E ), where E is the dual of the strong dual of E. Köthe [11, 23, 4 . (6)] noted that the quasi-Mackey topology is always compatible with T . A Banach space is reflexive if and only if it is quasi-Mackey. More to the point, Qiu showed that for quasi-Mackey locally convex spaces, property (L) ⇔ dlc. Also for quasi-Mackey C c (X) spaces, then, the properties between ℵ 0 -barrelled and dlc are equivalent, and there can be at most four distinct equivalence classes, sBL excluded. And, therefore, Example 3 could not be quasi-Mackey.
